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TEST 2
1. When giving someone directions, what should you do to show distances that are
(3) A. far away: ___squint eyes___, ____extend arm fully__, ___mouth form “ah”____
(2) B. moderate distance:  _mouth form “mm”_, ___extend arm moderately__
(2) C. close by: ___mouth form “cs”______, ____arm close to body________
2. When someone is giving you directions, you must keep in mind that the directions are from
the perspective of the _____signer_______.
3. When signing 3 o’clock, what should you do? (be very specific) _______________
_________place a “3” hand on wrist then bring out and wiggle palm out________________
4. When signing 11:00 o’clock, what should you do? (be very specific) _____________
_______sign “time” then sign 11________________
5. When signing 2:15, you need to sign “time” before signing the numbers. TRUE

 FALSE

6. What is the difference between signing early morning and late afternoon?
_____early morning is palm up and late afternoon is palm down in an almost horizontal
position__
7. Give three different examples of a specific time sign: (answers will vary)
_______4:00 pm_________, _____late afternoon____________, ____next week Friday___.
8. Give three different examples of a durative time sign: ( answers will vary)
_____allmorning____, _______3hours______, ___allnight______.
9. Specific time signs usually occur at the ______beginning___of a sentence.

10. Durative time signs usually occur at the ___end___of a sentence.
11. How do you sign 6 dollars? (be very specific)
___sign “6” in a horizontal position and scoop toward your body__
12. How do you sign 25 dollars? (be very specific)
___sign “dollars” then the number 25____
13. How do you sign 25 cents? (be very specific)
__touch your forehead with your index finger then sign the number 25.___
14. Which way does your palm face when you sign 5 cents? __________in________
15. Which way does your palm face at the end when you sign 9 o’clock? ______out_______
16. When signing $15.99, you only need to sign the numbers, you don’t need to sign dollars or
cents first.
TRUE 
FALSE
17. What does it mean when an “M” hand, palm facing in, is pulled in a downward motion?
____________it means every Monday______________________________
Use the calendar below to indicate what is being signed

Sign:
(19. Nextweek Friday. 20. Twoweeksago Tuesday 21. Every Saturday)
19. ______26th_____
20. _____2nd______
21. __6th, 13th, 20th, 28th_____

Vocabulary: (write what is being signed)

22.  _____$3.75______
23. _____$225.99____
24. ___insurance_____
25. ___machine______
26. ____place________
27. ___emergency_____
28 _____borrow_______
29.  ____disagree_____

Write the following sentences in English:
1
2
3 4
5
(5) 30. __Tomorrow, noon we3 go amusement park.__________
1
2 3
4
5 6
7
8
9
(9) 31. ___Sorry I late now earlymorning I hurry but stopandgotraffic 2hours, wow.___
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(7) 32. __Twoweeksfuture I have vacation travelaround sightsee finsh rest.___

